REPORT on TOXICS in ELECTRONICS

After watching the video on Toxics in Electronics from IEEE.tv, and the presentation on Engineering Ethics, you must write a paper that addressed the following issues:

- Link the topics being addressed by the video to the IEEE code of Ethics.
- Describe potential ethical issues addressed by the video.
- Describe solutions to the issue being described in the video.
- Discuss these solutions, in particular their benefits and drawbacks.
- Describe your position regarding the involvement and responsibility of engineers in ethical issues related to their specific work.

Guidelines about the paper:

- Length of the paper should be between 1800 and 2400 words. As a rule of thumb, a single-line typed page using a regular font contains approximately 600 words.

- Structure of the paper:

  * Executive summary. (80 to 120 words summarizing the contents of the paper)
  * Introduction (describe the topic addressed by the paper)
  * Body of the paper (use as many subsections as necessary)
  * Conclusion (summarize critical points paper -- not as concise as executive summary)
  * References
    
    Do not limit your references to Internet sources. Wikipedia is NOT acceptable
    Use Technical and Scientific journals as your main source for information
    Visit the Library to access technical and scientific journals. Ask the librarians!

- Submit your paper to your instructor using ANGEL.